
Will COVID-19 teach us anything …. 
 

Novel Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has brought this world to a standstill. Panic is setting in 

and people are going crazy. Markets are having a free fall and readying for a crash of the 

century. Realization, that we have relied on basic commodities (luxuries) and comforts of life for 

so long that we have no idea how to manage life in austerity. 

 

Most significant dos and don’ts; social distancing, washing hands frequently, taking simple flu 

symptoms seriously, self-isolation and seeking medical advice are there everywhere and is not 

the purpose of this blog. However, for helpful information go 

to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eup3_i_5uaw 

 

But also look around and see what is happening! Attention is being drawn to the improved 

quality of air in big cities, in China and other parts of the world. Roads are empty and there is no 

queuing in banks. Most of the people are working from home. Waterways are cleaner, animals 

are freely roaming around because of lack of people around. See the point being made in the 

video below: https://www.wionews.com/videos/gravitas-how-nature-is-reclaiming-its-

spaces-due-to-coronavirus-287466 

 

We are realizing today, what the life would be without clean water flowing through the taps, 

lights coming on the touch of a switch, internet access and ability to communicate with others at 

will etc. etc.  But there is also a sinister side of us surfacing. Fights over toilet paper in 

supermarkets, hoarding at disproportionate levels without any concern for fellow beings, 

hundredfold price hikes of face masks and other essential items, the list goes on. On personal 

level, people are avoiding or even being aggressive, to someone who may appear to be a 

foreigner. The greed, ME and ME at all costs! Yesterday, I watched Sand Mining in the world on 

Aljazeera and how it is being depleted from the face of the earth, including from the sea beds. 

How the flora and fauna are being affected and international agencies taking little action to 

address the problem. There are many other related issues affecting us, especially the serious 

environmental impacts. 

 

It is a grim irony in China that the statute for public health emerged simultaneously with the 

outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID-19). Eric Clp summarizes China’s new public health 

constitution.[1] The law is basically a charter for public health and a cause for hope to 

implement healthy China by 2030. It includes basic health services offered by state and society, 

in relation to disease prevention, diagnosis and treatment, nursing and rehabilitation free of 

charge.  Skeptics are however having doubts on the law taking full effect without momentous 

modifications in the broader Chinese legal and political systems. However, China’s efforts are 

commendable and countries must learn from this direction rather than blaming and finding faults 

with China for everything. (see this website Old Items 2019 > What can India learn from China: 

October 5, 2019) 

 

Would COVID-19 wake us up and force us to think or will we forget about it if things return to 

normal. Hope that we will learn from this experience and consider changing our lifestyle and the 

world; not just for us, but for our children and the future generations to come. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eup3_i_5uaw
https://www.wionews.com/videos/gravitas-how-nature-is-reclaiming-its-spaces-due-to-coronavirus-287466
https://www.wionews.com/videos/gravitas-how-nature-is-reclaiming-its-spaces-due-to-coronavirus-287466
http://weebly-file/1/1/6/9/116990868/new_pub_health_laws_china_lancet_21_mar_20.pdf
http://weebly-file/1/1/6/9/116990868/new_pub_health_laws_china_lancet_21_mar_20.pdf
https://116990868-235518804204378121.preview.editmysite.com/editor/main.php#_ftn1


Finally, of course social distancing and washing hands are important for slowing down the 

pandemic but we must learn from this awakening call, how we plan to live after this disaster, if 

we survive through it! 
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